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Abstract

This paper aims at showing order and hierarchy as intrinsically related to and

important for the stability of a society. Any alteration and/or mismanagement of

these elements can create disaster to a society. The Igbo society as shown in Chinua

Achebe’s Things Fall Apart was initially an ordered one, but the arrival of the

Europeans marks the starting point of chaos. This chaos is the resultant of the

Whites’ interference with Igbo traditions and culture. At such point, Okonkwo, the

protagonist, finds himself at a loss from a substantial height of power in a

patriarchal society. The chaos created by the British injects a sense of nothingness

into the minds of the Africans like Okonkwo-ultimately forcing his premature

withdrawal from the earth. This paper seeks to study Okonkwo’s fragile identity,

which is invoked from the patriarchal sense of honour and male power and which

in an active engagement with a different kind of power, power of imperialism, simply

melts into disintegration. 

“A sense of identity can be a source not merely of pride and

joy, but also of strength and confidence” – Amartya Sen (01)

There is little disagreement about the sagacity of the aforesaid statement by the

Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen. Certainly, a person who acts upon such proclamation

may show the best of his/her attitudes, but what happens when someone just picks

up one or more words she/he thinks apt for him/her, definitely, it’s going to be a

disaster. If someone just takes identity as a pride but not as a joy, then the whole

thought process gets broken up. Perhaps, this has happened to our protagonist

Okonkwo, who receives pride as a core of his masculinity but not as a joy of living.

This paper studies the reasons of Okonkwo’s hammering tale who, at first, seems to

be a well equipped personality having almost all the necessary qualities to be

considered a prominent figure of the Igbo society, for that matter, in any society,

even in our society, but as time passes by, he confronts the unbearable socio-

historical reality and ends up in suicide.

Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart is explored through a web of themes out of

which the easily traceable ones are patriarchal power, dignity, the sense of duty, exile,
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clash of cultures, order and hierarchy. The novel shows the disorder, anarchy and the

conflicting situations as outcomes of the arrival of the Europeans who in the name of

civilising the Africans, brought with them their religion, their ways of lives, and their

ways of thinking to execute in Igbo land towards the end of the nineteenth century. 

Things Fall Apart declares the masculine power and feminine weakness as the

points of concern to reflect one’s social identity in the Igbo society. In fact, this

novel is a testimony to the social attitudes towards gender. Considering the

masculine power and feminine weakness, the Igbo people accentuate the gender

stratification of their culture to ensure the continuation of patriarchy. Igbo people

think “A child belongs to its father and his family and not to its mother and her

family. A man belongs to his fatherland and not to his motherland” (Achebe 121).

In the Igbo society anything strong is linked to man and anything weak to woman.

People are always associating power to uphold or demean someone and because of

such attitudes, power is present both at physical and social levels. At the physical

level, the lethargic people in the Igbo society are called as agbala, i.e. a woman in

the Igbo language. Okonkwo receives this word as an insult and is afraid of such

labelling: “It was the fear of himself, least he should be found to resemble his

father...he had suffered when a playmate had told him that his father was agbala”

(Achebe 13). At the social level, there is the power, because of which certain

number of privileges are offered to the individual by the Igbo society. The man

showing masculine power is respected by the clan, which is evident through

Ogbuefi Ezeudu who “had been a great and fearless warrior in his time, and was

now accorded a great respect in all the clan” (Achebe 57). 

All can trace the nicely poised, well structured society of Umuofia, with its

political organisation and kinship system at work in the first part of the novel. Here

in this phase of the book, the projection of patriarchal power is seen through the

main character, Okonkwo, a courageous warrior whose fame is beyond any

question:

Okonkwo was well known throughout the nine villages and even

beyond. His fame rested on solid personal achievements. As a young

man of eighteen he had brought honor to his village by throwing

Amalinze the Cat. Amalinze was the great wrestler who for seven

years was unbeaten, from Umuofia to Mbaino. (Achebe 03) 

As an individual, Okonkwo never shows off any affection towards anyone; he is

impulsive as he acts before he thinks: “Okonkwo was not a man of thought but of

action” (Achebe 48). Being a member of the patriarchal Igbo society, his hardcore

philosophy is to rule over women: “No matter how prosperous a man was, if he was

unable to rule his women...he was not really a man” (Achebe 37). He forgets the

normalcy that its risky to look towards the sky as the limit and denies to accept the

‘absolutism’ of life. In connection to this, Achebe, in his essay “Chi in Igbo

Cosmology,” in Mourning Yet on Creation Day says:
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The limit (to a man’s aspirations) is not the sky; it is somewhere

much closer to earth. A suitable man will turn round at the frontier of

absolutism and head for home again....The Igbo are unlikely to

concede to the individual an absolutism they deny....The obvious

curtailment of a man’s power to walk alone and do as he provided by

another potent force –the will of his community....No man, however

great, can win judgment against all the people. (139) 

Male power is a fundamental ruling instrument in the patriarchal Igbo society,

where question of identity is always connected to power and the physical strength

of a male. It is evident that power, related to strength, is the cultural representation

of the Igbo society, as Professor Syed Manzoorul Islam says: 

Question of identity has always occupied a central place in any

discourse on race, ethnicity and gender. The stress has mostly been on

historical, political and cultural representation - or misrepresentation

- of identity... (05)

The protagonist Okonkwo’s reputation is highlighted in the text through the

illustration of his physic, his strength and power:

That was many years ago, twenty years or more, and during this time

Okonkwo’s fame had grown like a bush-fire in the harmattan. He was

tall and huge, and his bushy eyebrows and wide nose gave him a very

severe look. He breathed heavily, and it was said that, when he slept,

his wives and children in their houses could hear him breathe. When

he walked, his heels hardly touched the ground and he seemed to

walk on springs, as if he was going to pounce on somebody. And he

did pounce on people quite often. He had a slight stammer and

whenever he was angry and could not get his words out quickly

enough; he would use his fists. He had no patience with unsuccessful

men. He had had no patience with his father. (Achebe 03-04)

Okonkwo, it can be assumed easily, accomplishes his self-fulfilment as long as his

power as a man remains intact. He has done that because his society has always

demanded manliness from a man.

In Things Fall Apart, the Nigerian society Achebe talks of is flooded with the

signposts of patriarchy. Albeit the model of Nneka, i.e. “Mother is Supreme,”

(Achebe 121) which is a significant notion of Steady’s claim, the reality is that “the

most important factor with regard to the woman in traditional society is her role as

mother” (Achebe 06). Women are always marginalised; they are looked upon as

mere properties of men: “In domestic terms, women are quantified as part of men’s

acquisitions. As wives, women come in multiple numbers, sandwiched between

yam barns and titles” (Achebe 07). And, following such concept of the role of
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women, they appear in Umuofia society from whatever angles that must be in

connection to and/or under the manliness. They have no personal identity. Isolation

is their only identity as they are not entitled to have anything from the society: “It

was clear from the way the crowd stood or sat that the ceremony was for men”

(Achebe 87). This shattered picture of women is sociologically natural not only in

Umuofia but also in the African societies where phallocracy is dominant, where

women are usually placed in a secondary position.

Okonkwo is known throughout Umuofia to be extremely masculine. He rarely

shows signs of fear or weakness. This is because Okonkwo promises himself to be

the complete opposite of his father Unoka. When the Oracle of the Hills and Caves

orders the death of Ikemefuna, in order to show his fearlessness and to preserve his

masculinity, Okonkwo strikes the final blow with his machete, even Ikemefuna is

calling him: “My father, they have killed me” (Achebe 43). It’s very cruel and foolish

at the same time that a person is not hearing the call of fatherly affection just to show

his masculinity. This killing of Ikemefuna is a crime. And, the most important fact is

that this crime is a culturally sanctioned violence in the Igbo society. Critics, like

Taylor, agree that it is a mistake for Okonkwo to commit such a crime because he is

having a very special relationship with Ikemefuna, i.e. father-son (Taylor 20). But

many fail to give the readers the answer that why such cultural violence based on

oracle is justified in the Igbo society. The answer may be they are afraid of losing their

masculine posture if they stoop down to such an injustice and Okonkwo surely is

afraid of this as well. In this connection, Amartya Sen’s words are important:

“Violence is fomented by the imposition of singular and belligerent identities on

gullible people, championed by proficient artisans of terror” (Sen 02). Once the Igbo

society is poised though with complex traditions but this tightly organized

community could not resist the onset of Western colonialism and is bound to fall apart

which is started with the killing of the white man by the clan: “…they killed the white

man and tied his iron horse to their sacred tree because it looked as if it would run

away to call the man’s friends” (Achebe 123). This killing based on an oracle is

nothing but violence stirs up from aggressive attitudes of a group of naive people. 

The author places Okonkwo in total opposition to his father who is portrayed as

a lazy and reckless drunkard:

Unoka, for that was his father’s name, had died ten years ago. In his

day he was a lazy and improvident and was quite incapable of

thinking about tomorrow. If any money came his way, and it seldom

did, he immediately bought gourds of palm-wine, called round his

neighbors and made merry. He always said that whenever he saw a

dead man’s mouth he saw the folly of not eating what one had in

one’s lifetime. Unoka was, of course, a debtor, and he owed every

neighbor some money, from a few cowries to quite substantial

amounts. (Achebe 04) 
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So, Unoka is an irresponsible man. He is unable to manage properly the money he

earns. His sole interest is to get gourds of palm-wine and to celebrate it with his

friends. He is a failed man, as an agbala, as he is without any power, consequently

have no identity of his own. The Umuofian people mock at Unoka, and the strong

illustration of the failure of Unoka gets colour:

Unoka, the grown-up, was a failure. He was poor and his wife and

children had barely enough to eat. People laughed at him because he

was a loafer, and they swore never to lend him any more money

because he never paid back…Unoka was never happy when it came

to wars. He was in fact a coward and could not bear the sight of

blood. And so he changed the subject and talked about music, and his

face beamed. (Achebe 05-06) 

The readers will be wrong if they think the negative picture of Unoka is projected

here by chance. In fact, it’s the writer’s intentional projection to represent power as

the dominant feature of a male in the Igbo society. In another way, the writer is

showing how the mass receive people who have failed to achieve the required

manliness. So, it’s easily understandable that men’s power is closely connected with

their own quest for identity. And, this is the reason why Okonkwo is in a continuous

attempt to reinforce and fortify his position in the society and his power in relation

to other people in the society. However, on the other hand, the readers can ask how

a son can forget the inspiration from a father while he experienced general crop

failure, how he forgets to remember the words of his father Unoka:

Do not despair. I know you will not despair. You have a manly and

proud heart. A proud heart can survive a general failure because such

a failure does not prick its pride. It is more difficult and more bitter

when a man fails alone. (Achebe 18)

Any reader can catch the wisdom that lies in the aforesaid words. But as Okonkwo

is so much obsessed with being everything his father was not he misses the kernel

of those words.

In the patriarchal society of Igbo, Okonkwo is always busy to present himself

even through a false image of a real man with all the power attributed to him. His

sense of identity and social status create the central obsessions he fights with in an

internal conflict. At the start of the novel, Okonkwo appears a successful man. He

has achieved the self-fulfilment he desires for. His maturity through physical

strength forges a powerful personality in the patriarchal Igbo society and the status

of an individual as a powerful male is fortified through the image of agbala. It is

true that the Europeans’ colonial imperialism shattered the Igbo society and

destroyed the normalcy. But it is also a truth that the Igbo culture that came down

to Okonkwo, focuses so much on patriarchal vanity that he cannot consume the

weight and gets fully lost in a maze. In an interview, Achebe had referred to how
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“...the Igbo culture lays a great deal of emphasis on difference, on dualities, on

otherness” (Ogbaa 02). Answering whether the Whites’ culture succeeded in

destroying Igbo culture completely Achebe says:

A culture can be damaged, can be turned from its course, not only by

foreigners....culture can be mutilated, can be destroyed by its own

people, under certain situations.... The Igbo culture was not destroyed

by Europe. It was disturbed. It was disturbed very seriously. But...a

culture which is healthy will often survive. It will not survive exactly

in the form in which it was met by the invading culture, but it will

modify itself and move on. And this is the great thing about culture if

it is alive. The people who own it will ensure that they make

adjustments: they drop what can no longer be carried in transition. So

I think what has happened is that we still have the fundamental

principles of the Igbo culture. Its emphasis is on the worth of every

man and woman.... (Ogbaa 04)

It can be said that the ‘emphasis’ is neglected by Okonkwo, and that is why, he loses

all strength to survive. The thought of patriarchy is injected to such an extent that

he cannot think of anything else, the worth of ‘women’ which could give him a new

path to come out from his internal conflict is totally ignored by him.

Following the cosmogony of the Igbo, Okonkwo’s power stems from his personal

wish and will to achieve and pursue success. This is clearly expressed in the novel:

But the Ibo people have a proverb that when a man says yes his chi

says yes also. Okonkwo said yes very strongly; so his chi agreed. And

not only his chi but his clan too, because it judged a man by the work

of his hands. That was why Okonkwo had been chosen by the nine

villages to carry a message of war to their enemies unless they agreed

to give up a young woman and a virgin to atone for the murder of

Udo’s wife. (Achebe 27)

Okonkwo is always readily in a position to secure the masculine status: 

Let us not reason like cowards…If a man comes into my hut and defecates

on the floor, what do I do? Do I shut my eyes? No! I take a stick and break

his head. This is what a man does. These people are daily pouring filth

over us, and Okeke says we should pretend not to see. (Achebe 145)

Now, the irony is that human being is not someone who will carry like the gods and

goddesses of Greek mythology beating and defeating all the obstacles created by the

villains like Grendel of Beowulf. There is a boundary waiting for each of them,

which will be faced by all through whatsoever the form is. And in Things Fall Apart

the form is colonial infiltration. It’s true that there are many other reasons such as
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struggle between failure and success; powerful emotions which Okonkwo finds

difficult to understand and express; personal ambition which exceeds loyalty to the

traditions of Umuofian culture; the effects of Okonkwo’s exile from his homeland

which intensify his wish to return but also detach him from the way it develops in

his absence and so on but no one can deny the double standards which the white

men demonstrate to the native Igbo, which is evident while Okonkwo kills the

messenger at the end of the novel mimicking the whites’ behaviours. Consequently

the result is the ever seen one as sounded by W. B. Yeats in “The Second Coming:”

Turning and turning in the widening gyre,

The falcon cannot hear the falconer;

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world. (1-4)

Talking about frailty, foolishness, and irresponsibility in connection to Okonkwo’s

identity crisis may raise ambiguity within the readers’ minds. There may be question

how Okonkwo’s physical strength, his strong personality, his power are related to

such chaos.  The fact is that there are limitations of power. Okonkwo failed to make

an effective use of his power. In this sense, he is victim of over-power. And, no one

can deny that the motto of this failure is to show the weakness of a lonely hero (anti-

hero) blinded by the honour of the Igbo patriarchy.

Present globalised world is experiencing politics, a global confrontation,

through institutions such as religion and culture. An individual is summoned to be

the victim of political rage whether she/he wants or not. At such a difficult time of

existence divided by polarities, one has to be very cleaver to lead one’s life. She/he

has to be very cautious of finding the right ‘choice’ and ‘reasoning,’ because

“central to leading a human life...are the responsibilities of choice and reasoning.”

Okonkwo is not focussing the other choice(s) he should opt for. He is not reasoning

his ‘priorities.’ Readers can understand his approach towards life, which is chiefly

because of his flimsy patriarchal thoughts and pride. And, this one dimensional

approach towards life leads him towards an identity, which he finds at loss. His

ignorance of the ‘plurality’ of ‘choice’ and ‘reasoning’ shifts him in a world, which

is obscured (Sen xiii-xiv). He is in a terrible state of mind, which is aptly portrayed

by Mathew Arnold in “Dover Beach”:

And we are here as on a darkling plain

Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,

Where ignorant armies clash by night. (35-37)

After the killing of Ikemefuna, Okonkwo is no longer the image of power and fame

he used to be. Furthermore, he was exiled for accidentally killing Ezeudu’s son. This

exile, which is an attack both physical and mental, is an insult for the patriarchal

manliness of Okonkwo. It emphasises a kind of shame for him, and Okonkwo thinks

of himself nothing; he is a non-presence to himself. The situation of Okonkwo is a
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paradoxical one because despite the patriarchal trend, he is exiled to his mother’s

village. This is a kind of irony for him that being the most powerful man of a

patriarchal society, he has to seek shelter in his mother’s village, a woman’s village,

the woman who has no identity in any African society. However, Okonkwo’s return to

the mother’s village has played very important role towards his final situation because

it makes him safe from the European influences, who captured the Igbo society after

his leaving. In his exile, he becomes fully aware of his depersonalisation. This effort

of his identity change is noticed by his uncle who aptly remarks:

Why is Okonkwo with us today? This is not his clan. We are only his

mother’s kinsmen. He does not belong here. He is an exile,

condemned for seven years to live in a strange land. And so he is

bowed with grief. But there is just one question I would like to ask

him. Can you tell me, Okonkwo, why it is that one of the commonest

names we give our children is Nneka, or “Mother is Supreme?” We

all know that a man is the head of the family and his wives do his

bidding. A child belongs to its father and his family and not to its

mother and her family. A man belongs to his fatherland and not to his

motherland. (Achebe 133)

The novel projects Okonkwo as an individual who is unable to reconcile himself with

a new culture into an established social setting. He is in no man’s land, and this is

because of the struggle between his own African culture and the European invaders’

culture. He is not successful in regaining his identity as he is caught between two

conflicting cultures. This scenario is reflected through Simon Gikandi, as he says:

The central theme of the novel is what happens to the values that

define Okonkwo’s cultural community, and his own sense of moral

order, when the institution he had fought so hard to sustain collapse

in the face of European colonialism. (x)

The collapse in Igbo society takes place when the colonial power had set up its

government, court of justice, prison and agencies for trade and commerce. The knife of

British administration supporting the cause of missionary campaign fell on the culture

of happily living Igbo people and cut it to bleed and die. In the voice of Obierika:

The white is very clever. He came quietly and peaceably with his

religion. We were amused at his foolishness and allowed him to stay.

Now he has won our brothers, and our clan can no longer act like one.

He has put a knif on the things that held us together and we have

fallen apart. (Achebe 124-25)

The author epitomises Okonkwo’s awareness of the loss of identity he suffers from: “(He)

knew these things. He knew that he had lost his place among the nine masked spirits who

administered justice in the clan” (Achebe 171). However, his return is anticipated in the
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following lines that are a clear emphasis on his male power and honour:

He was determined that his return should be marked by his people. He

would return with a flourish, and regain the seven wasted years... Even

in his first year in exile he had begun to plan his return. (Achebe 171) 

After his return from the exile, still Okonkwo’s goal is mostly to avoid being the

failure his father was. As he is the most powerful man of the Igbo patriarchal

society, he is totally obsessed with his identity, which he is trying to regain once

again. His search for identity can be termed as a psychological obsession. It compels

him to think that his father is a failure and even finds no positivity in his father’s

character. However, observing the social order in Umuofia Derek Wright says: 

Okonkwo’s impetuous, aggressive individualism and the belief

behind it-that he must wipe out his father’s memory by succeeding in

everything his father has failed at-are out of harmony with a society

which is renowned for its talent for social compromise and which

judges anot that of his father. (78)

Furthermore, Wright argues that Okonkwo’s “cult of virility, by mistaking the nature of

courage and confusing gentleness with weakness, upsets the sexual equilibrium that

maintains a delicate balance between male values and female and maternal ones” (78).

Here we can remember Judith Butler who says that “limits are always set within the

terms of a hegemonic cultural discourse predicated on binary structures” that ultimately

“distorts what is assumed to be true” in the formation of an identity (09).

Okonkwo lives in a society in which male power is at the centre of traditional

beliefs. The patriarchy he is inculcated by urges him to adopt an attitude of

superiority over women by beating his wives for various reasons. He who has

become very famous as early as the age of eighteen is blinded by fame.

Consequently, his main concern is to stay at the height of power and for that, all

means are good, all steps are justified. Even he is not hesitating to curse his own

son: “I will only have a son who is a man, who will hold his head up among my

people. If anyone of you prefers to be a woman, let him follow Nwoye now while I

am alive so that I can curse him” (Achebe 156). Okonkwo’s character shifts then

from a popular hero to a Machiavellian ‘antihero.’ That shift shows that violence is

an inevitable result of the changes which have affected Okonkwo’s society because,

for Okonkwo, the only answer to that invasion is violence. 

On the one hand, Okonkwo’s tragedy as a character is that he is the victim of the

violence of society, and also of himself, on the other. Different types of violences

are in existence in Umuofian society. One may take up the first violence brought and

exercised over the Umuofia people by European colonisers which is a more physical

kind of violence, and it opposes two peoples, or two cultures. The second type of

violence is more poignant and is imposed by traditions on the individual. For
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example, it is in the name of traditions that many things happen: twin children are

killed deliberately to avoid a curse that may hit the village; Okonkwo is banished

for seven years for having killed inadvertently a Clansman; young Ikemefuna is

sacrificed to Ani, the Earth goddess to render justice after the murder of “a daughter

of Umofia” and many more (Achebe 08).

However, there is also the individual violence Okonkwo exercises upon his own

personality. This violence is first psychological. He believes firmly in the necessity to

recapture his lost identity. For this purpose, he imposes upon himself some poignant

principles to which he tries to stick. This leads to his suicide, which represents the

physical aspect of his own violence. He prefers to hang himself rather than fall into

captivity. Rather than assuming his actions, he tries to save the little honour that

remains for him. But in doing so, he casts off that honour he tries to keep at all cost.

At the bottom of Things Fall Apart, Okonkwo is fully aware of his failure. He is

no more a mighty masculine rather a feminine: 

Okonkwo was deeply grieved. And it was not just a personal grief. He

mourned for the clan, which he saw breaking up and falling apart, and

he mourned for the warlike men of Umuofia, who had so

unaccountably become soft like woman. (Achebe 165)

He tries to regain his dignity and earlier identity but it is too late, and he laments

“Those were days when men were men” (Achebe 180). After that he commits

suicide. As it is an offence against the Earth, the Igbo people reject Okonkwo as a

dead body: “a man who commits it will not be buried by his clansmen” (Achebe

207). However, the author shows respect and sympathy to what Okonkwo stands for

through the tribute paid by Obierika to his dead friend:

Obierika, who had been gazing steadily at his friend’s body, turned suddenly to

the District Commissioner and said ferociously: “That man was one of the greatest

men in Umuofia. You drove him to kill himself; and now he will be buried like a

dog…” He could not say any more. His voice trembled and choked his words.

(Achebe 208)

This shows how a mighty black like his mighty black continent loses the war of

identity and gets entrapped along with his countrymen in an endless process of

disintegration. 

Things Fall Apart, remaining historio-culturally faithful to the colonial encounter

in Nigeria, in particular and Africa in general, documents the cross currents of

change, resistance, defeat and adaptation—all centred in the fictional contact zone

Umofia and its adjoining peripheries. The documentation has been done with the

objectivity of a historian, and fervour of a black writer rewriting his past. 
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